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Preface
This special issue contains selected research papers based on the Special Session “Approxima-
tion Theory, Wavelets, and Numerical Analysis” held during the Sectional Meeting of the American
Mathematical Society in Chattanooga, TN during October 5–6, 2001. Results in wavelet construc-
tion and analysis with applications, wavelet frames, wavelet sets, radial basis functions, zeros of
polynomials, splines and scattered data representations, and numerical solutions to partial di2erential
equations were among the areas discussed.
The 4rst paper, by Yuanxian Gu, Wenyuan Liao, and Jianping Zhu, discusses an e5cient higher
order 4nite di2erence algorithm for solving systems of 3-D reaction-di2usion equations with nonlinear
reaction terms.
The paper by T.X. He, R. Zhang, and Y.S. Zhou studies a type of boundary element scheme
using a boundary type quadrature technique.
The next six papers are on wavelets, frames, wavelet sets, wavelet construction over triangulations,
and applications of nonseparable wavelets. In his paper, Bin Han gives a construction of compactly
supported tight wavelet frames and orthonormal wavelets of exponential decay with a general dilation
matrix.
The 4rst paper by Xingde Dai, Yuanan Diao, Qing Gu, and Deguang Han, entitled
Frame Wavelet Sets in Rd, completely characterizes tight frame wavelet sets in higher dimen-
sions and obtains some necessary conditions and su5cient conditions for a set to be a wavelet set.
In their second paper, The existence of subspace wavelet sets, Xingde Dai, Yuanan Diao, Qing
Gu, and Deguang Han prove the existence of bounded A-dilation wavelet sets for any expansive
matrix A.
In the paper by Doug Hardin and Don Hong, construction of wavelets and pre-wavelets over tri-
angulations is considered. First, piecewise linear prewavelets over a bounded domain with the type-2
triangulation are constructed by investigating the orthogonal conditions directly and parameterized
prewavelets are obtained with only 11 nonzero coe5cients in the mask. Then, after reviewing the
construction of orthogonal scaling functions, the authors provide the explicit numerical values of the
mask and give explicit coe5cients of corresponding wavelets using a mathematica package PWTri.m
written by D. Hardin.
The paper by Joseph D. Lakey and Ying Wang, gives results on the joint perturbations of Gabor
frames. It is particularly applicable to Gabor frames with window functions that are not compactly
supported.
The contribution by En-Bing Lin and Yi Ling presents applications of 2-D nonseparable wavelet
approximation. Algorithms are developed by using 2-D nonseparable scaling function interpolation
to perform image compression and image denoising.
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The following two papers are on algebraic polynomials and radial functions. In the paper by
Jiansheng Cao and Robert Gardner, the authors give a generalization of existing results on locations
of zeros of a polynomial by using the conditions on the coe5cients of even powers and odd powers
of the variable.
In the contribution by Jungho Yoon, a non-stationary approximation scheme on Rd using scat-
tered translates of a smooth radial basis function (e.g., Gaussian) is developed. The scheme is
non-stationary and shown to provide spectral approximation orders, i.e., approximation orders that
depend only on the smoothness of the approximands.
The remaining two papers are on spline functions. Catherine Cusimano and Sonya Stanley present
a local C1 spline interpolation scheme based on circular Bernstein–BFezier polynomials.
In the paper by Huanwen Liu and Don Hong, a locally supported basis of the C1 cubic spline
space over a triangulated quadrangulation is constructed explicitly in terms of BFezier net ordinates
using interpolation conditions.
We are grateful to all the authors who contributed to the special issue and to all the referees who
reviewed the submitted papers. We would like to express our special thanks to Peter Monk and
Luc Wuytack for their patience and support.
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